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lord denethor i was the first of his line to marry elrond's daughter, elrosia, in an attempt to restore the elvish people's belief in the house of elessar. it is said that the prince told his father about this while in his study, in his room at the high tower of imiltur. denethor was angry when he learned that
his son was plotting with the elves to gain access to their lands. [11] the days of november and december were tumultuous ones in imiltur. things started to take a turn for the worse in early december, when a small band of orcs crossed the eastern forests and penetrated the eastern plains. raising

havoc in the way of private domains, it was the start of a disaster that would engulf the kingdom in war for almost five decades. having concluded that defeat was inevitable, the lord denethor i prepared to meet his death. having been crowned at the age of fourteen, he had not been involved in
politics. his single-minded loyalty to his father meant that he had never seen the need for a council to rule his kingdom. [5] denethor i realized that, as a prince, there were only two options: to govern the kingdom from the council, or perish along with his nation. the king had no time to lose. [5] he
assembled his most trusted lords, his sons and grandsons, and his son-in-law and daughter, and together with them, he laid on the table his plans for immediate action. denethor presented the council with his "declaration of doom" and declared that he would rather die on the battlefield than allow

his nation to be enslaved.
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in the battle for middle-earth, play as your favorite faction: the free people, the elves, the rohirrim, the rhos-men, the rohirrim. all have their own advantages and disadvantages. while the elves are extremely powerful, they have their own shortcomings. they are more of a society than a faction, while
the other factions are dominated by one or more races. each of them possess their own strengths and weaknesses. however, in the end, only one can win, take the ring, and control middle-earth. you can then face an additional challenge, determine who will win, and then you will be able to take your
victory. and the creators of the game is open to new challenges and plans. as game developers, we are always thinking about the possible and considering how the game will be more realistic, how to make players more immersed in the game, we hope to create a new experience for players who love

the game, no matter if it is user-friendly or not. as an entry point, we could also not set a high expectation for new players. we hope to make players feel like they are actual participants in middle-earth without leaving any room for false expectations. by releasing the game gradually, we can also
bring many more gamers who may be interested in the game and provide the users with a comfortable gaming environment. from the developers:the high lord of the north is the lord of the rings: rise to war. our key principle is to take advantage of the true strength of a strategy game, and make

gamers feel that they are real war generals, to win in the war of middle-earth. we also hope to bring more and more gamers into the galaxy of games. for all our players: try your best in the battle for middle-earth.thank you for your enthusiasm and support! 5ec8ef588b
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